Physics from a Tau Charm Factory is presented.
and the J/vdecays. These topics cover the physics of the members of the first and second quark doublets and the third lepton doublet. The number of Table. 1 Tau Tau Charm Factory Physics  2  -c reviewed. We will begin with a short sketch of the machine issues and then briefly describe .-topics in tau, charm and charmonium-J/v physics.
STORAGE RING
The machine for the Tau Charm Factory was studied extensively by accelerator physicists.f3]
The main conclusion was; the machine is difficult to build but well within present day technologies.
The schematic layout is operating range was chosen in the energy range 3-4.2 GeV. The peak luminosity to be obtained is L=l 033 cm-*s-l at E=4.0 GeV and at lower energies the luminosity should scale quadratically downward. It is expected to achieve high integrated luminosity with frequent filling of the rings, "topping off", which would occur every 30-60 minutes. The start up luminosity is expected to a few times lO33 cm-*s-l and in a few years achieve routine 1 033 running.
The design parameters considered were 24 bunches per beam, a current of 0.5 ampere and beta values of &*=20 cm and j3,*=1 cm to achieve a luminosity of 1 033 cm-2s-1. The main technical challenges to handle ampere sized currents include the vacuum system design and beam loading. The only technical hurdles for the detector are the requirements of close in mini-beta quad magnets, a 50 ns beam crossing and up to a 1 Khz signal rate for the Jlr,u decays.
TAU PHYSICS
Tau physics in a Tau Charm Factory has several important advantages:
l Well defined low energy kinematics for tagging l Low momentum tracks for high resolution mass measurements l Small backgrounds ( no charm nor beauty decays )
l Possibility to run below 7+~-threshold to study backgrounds a useful separation from the leptonic decays where the electron and the muon momentum C spectrum will be spread over the allowable momentum range. This is shown in Fig. 3 . By -.
measuring the number of events where both tau's decay into the m modes ("double tag") and the number of events where one of the two tau's decays into the m mode ("single tag"), we can obtain the total number of produced tau pairs in the sample and the branching ratio B(T-+m). Using a similar technique for the electron, muon and kaon modes we can achieve a fractional error of 0.4-0.5% on the leptonic modes and 1% on the kaon mode. This result is a factor ten better than the current fractional error on the pion modes which is 10%.
Michel Parameters
The Michel parametersfg], p and n, are the constants that determine the shape of the energy distribution of the electron or muon in the leptonic decay of the tau. These parameters
. are determined by fitting the energy spectrum of the electron or the muon. The measurement of these parameters from tau's produced near threshold is advantageous due to the tag selection of the pion mode. Selecting the e-n: and P-K decay modes will provide a clean sample._ In particular, the low energy lepton energy spectrum will not be contaminated by the 7c--7~ mode which is the case when this is studied using tau's produced at higher center of mass energies. The resulting study indicates the fractional error on the p parameter will be 0.4% which is a factor ten improvement over current values and comparable to the measurement for the muon. This allows the use of the constraint of the missing mass of the neutrino. In addition, hadronic calorimetry will be important to reject backgrounds with KL decays that could feed down into this channel. Using the expected tag sample in a Tau Charm Factory, the measurement of fD and fDs should be achievable with a few percent error. The n, mode was also studied.
Depending on the backgrounds, this mode could also provide a large rate and could provide The very high statistics enables precise measurements of branching ratios of the J/y by use of the decay mode w' +~+rc-J/w where the J/y events can be tagged by detecting missing mass recoil of the X+X-system. One third of the w ' decays into this mode. Another major improvement will be the inclusive photon capability that a high resolution crystal calorimeter will allow. This resolution will enable "Crystal Ball" like inclusive photon resolution.
This permits precise measurements of absolute branching ratios of radiative decays such as the no, iota, and theta as the luminosity errors will cancel out when the exclusive and inclusive rates are measured in the same experiment.
Charmonium decays
Among the charmonium decays, several measurementsf 35~ can really put the model to a more confining test. These include the two photon decay of the nc and the three photon decay of the J/y. They are simply the two(three) photon diagram divided by the two(three) gluon diagram of the q&J/w). The three photon decay of the J/y can be measured via the transition y '-+=X+X-J/~ JIy-+m.
This channel is not affected by the e+e-+qyy background. This decay channel can be easily normalized as the total J/w events can be counted from studying the missing mass from the X+X-tags. The nc decays can be measured in J/y+&, n,-+yy. The normalization can be obtained by use of the inclusive photon measurement of the radiative photon from the no.
Because the inclusive measurement is performed in the same experiment the luminosity errors will cancel out. This of course will enable precise measurements of the branching ratios B(n,+K&) and B(n,+pp) which are needed to normalize two photon and antiproton gas jet production of the no and the x states. These relations predict a rate of 1 OS5 for the three photon decay of the J/y and 1 OB for the two photon decay of the qc. In a Tau Charm Factory there will be 2,550 detected three photon decays of the J/y and 4,500 detected two photon decays of the q, from a radiative decay of the J/y. From the existing world data there is a This rate is could easily be enhanced by non-spectator effects such as exchange diagrams.
These decaysf40] could appear either as a spectacular signature in the direct decay into a charm meson, J/y +Ds+X, or into C or CP violating decays such as J/y -+KsKs or #. These rare decays follow similar physics proposed for very high statistics machines such a super LEAR or SATURNEf411 which are proposed to study rare decays of light quark mesons which are expected at the level of 1 O-l3 because of their wide widths. The OZI suppressed nature - Tau Charm Factory Physics  10  -2 of the J/y causes a relatively narrow width and this provides an advantage in terms of the larger branching ratios of these rare decays. What is interesting in the Tau Charm case is the -.
possibility of observing these decays is within reach and the decay modes are striking and unmistakable.
Other studies not discussed here include the study of light quark spectroscopy,f42] search for the no' and the ' p, ,f351 study of the iotaf 43,441, E and thetaf45] mesons, search for hybrids and 4-quark statesf 37,461, study of the PTC puzzle in w ' decaysf47] and study of no hadronic decaysf48].
SUMMARY
The main conclusions of the Tau Charm studies from the workshop were;
0 Precision tau and charm measurements testing the Standard Model are possible with a very high luminosity, L=l 033 cm9s-' machine
